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What are the domestic political consequences of economic globalization?
(Gourevitch, 1976)

The literature has considered the consequences in terms of. . .
(e.g. Milner 2005; Scheve & Slaughter, 1998; Autor, 2016; Rogowski, 1989)

Institutional formation
Voter preferences and behavior
Political coalitions
Protectionist policy

And has largely done so in the post-19th century world.
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I ask a more fundamental question about globalization. . .

(1) To what extent does trade shift the economic bases of political
power?

(2) How does trade shift traditional organizations of political power,
opening or concentrating power amongst traditional social bases?

(3) To what extent is this relationship conditioned by institutional
arrangements?
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. . .in an earlier period of globalization: c.16th century Britain

“The discovery of America, and that of the passage to the East Indies by the Cape
of Good Hope are the two Greatest and most important events recorded in the history
of mankind.” (Adam Smith, 1776)

An age of import-led growth, creation of merchant fortunes, and the
so-called birth of capitalism.
(Brenner, 1974; Moore, 1989; Stone, 1989; Broadberry, 2015)

Era of signi�cant political change in Britain argued to be rooted in the
changing economy.
(North & Weingast, 1989; Stasavage, 2002; Jha, 2005; Pincus & Robinson, 2017)

=⇒ Changing de facto power.
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Elite persistence in the face of economic change

Some assert that each new economic age is the age of a new elite—while
other work suggests political elites are highly resistant to change.
(e.g. Pirenne, 1914; Mosca, 1911; Hagopian, 1996; Acemoglu & Robinson 2006, 2008)

=⇒ Lack of theoretical guidance rooted in a lack of empirical evidence.

Expanding trade in Britain empowered a new economic elite, with divergent
preferences from existing landed elite.

Representation in parliament was valuable, even before 1688.

But the structure of new economic activity favored oligarchic concentration.

=⇒ Shift in economic interests represented, but not a broader shift in the
organization or social basis of power.
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The empirical approach in two parts

Descriptively evaluate new trends in political elite characteristics over ∼200
years.

Causally investigate the e�ect of trade on the persistence and turnover of
political elites.
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Evaluating the causal effect of expanding trade

Ideal: Local (exogenous) measures of economic changes from trade
matched to the economic and social characteristics of representatives.

=⇒ Data availability renders this infeasible.

My approach considers:

(1) The di�erential consequences of an aggregate trend in trade,

(2) By constituency characteristics→ more/less involved in the
commercial economy.
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The main estimating equation

For constituency i in parliament start-year t, I estimate (OLS)

yi,t = αi + γt + β1(tradet · londoni) + β2(tradet · boroughi) +

β3(tradet · outporti) + β5(tradet · XiXiXi) + εi,t

Where
yi,t political outcome
αi constituency �xed e�ects
γi parliament �xed e�ects

tradet aggregate trade trend
londoni indicator for City of London
boroughi indicator for borough (vs. county)
outporti indicator for port

XiXiXi roads, rivers, ocean prox., precipitation, soil quality, slope
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Measuring the characteristics of parliamentary representatives

Collect biographical data on >10,000 MPs over 200 years (1550-1750).
(History of Parliament Project, 2013; Keeler, 1954; Salmon, 2015)

Measure involvement in commercial activities — and involvement in
particular overseas trades.
=⇒ Merchant Adventurers, Asia merchants, “New World” merchants

Measure social backgrounds: family dynasties, aristocratic connections, �rst
time MPs, family backgrounds
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Measure trade using aggregate trend in slave trade voyages
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Little disruption to traditional representational forms
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Summary of the findings

In the long 17th century “the aristocratic order survived, but money more than birth

de�ned it.” (Zagorin, 1959)

I present the �rst long-run empirical evidence of this political dynamic:

(1) Evidence that trade increased the representation of commercial
interests.

(2) Little evidence that trade disrupted traditional bases of political
power (i.e. dynasts and aristocrats).

=⇒ Trade can disrupt the economic organization of political power—
but not traditional and social ways political power is organized.
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